This paper evaluated two alternatives to rightfully conceive the relation between landscape and architecture: a historical reconstruction and some interpretations of philosophical sources, as. This evaluation was achieved by an identification of precedents in order to characterize the context of the problem; by a selection of representative examples for illustrating the type of difficulties that arise from historical reconstructions or from interpretations of philosophical sources; and by a proposal of some criteria to articulate both historical and theoretical sources, based in the analysis of the selected examples. As a conclusion of such evaluation, it was stated that by keeping in mind the distance between the philosophical sources and its interpretation, and by appreciating an architectural theory by its performance, rather than by its production of truths, it is possible, at least partially, to overcome the found difficulties. This conclusion invites to understand civilization as a project to contribute to a common heritage. In its turn, such understanding would help to reach a balance with interests tied to local cultures.
Introduction
This paper is about the usefulness of the concept of landscape in the realm of architecture. It is grounded on a research project on the concept of landscape in architectural composition's learning processes, developed by two -In Latin America, some schools of architecture regard special relevance to landscape in the design studio. The -ample of this. Landscape "as an element linked to the spatial account of the arand "the formal and constructive acknowledgment of rural typologies", is an element of the local status in the architectural oeuvres that the school of Talca looks for. In contrast with this interest in giving a local status to the architectural works, in other parts of the world, there is a tendency that rejects any place-based thinking, as Leach's "The Dark Side of the Domus" former controversy between civilization and culture, registered in writings like Rapoport's House Form and Culture In accordance with such contrast, there would be a problem for architectural theory that could be summarized -ceive the relationship between landscape and architecture?
This paper contributes to solve the problem of how to rightfully conceive the relation between landscape and architecture with an evaluation of two alternative ways in which this relationship has been argued. The first alternative considered is a historical reconstruction, while the second one is an interpretation of philosophical sources. Such evaluation provides some criteria, useful to identify, select and articulate historical and theoretical sources.
In order to evaluate these historical and theoretical alternatives it was needed first to characterize the context in which a conception of the relation between the concepts of landscape and -trate the type of difficulties the mentioned alternatives offer to a rightful conception of the relation between landscape and architecture, and finally to consider how to merge historical and theoretical approaches. An identification of precedents, in which the necessity to conceive the relationship between the concepts of landscape and architecture was recognized, provided a characterization of its context. Moreover, some representative examples were selected to illustrate the type of difficulties that arise from historical reconstructions, or from interpretations of philosophical both historical and theoretical sources, some criteria were developed based on the analysis of selected examples.
Methodology
Identifying precedents was useful to consider references to architectural theory and practice at the moment in which the concept of landscape was introduced to Western culture. Thus, some works from the Architecture and Landscape research programme of the Palladio, the Villa and the Landscape (Smienk -ings and architectural works of this sixteenth-century's Italian architect, as an example of the moment mentioned above.
the metropolitan one, which predomwas also invoked a precedent related to the starting point of the theoretical thinking about the relationship between metropolitan landscape and architecture. This precedent comes from Aureli's The Possibility of an Absolute Architecture of this book refers to the work of Éti-of a response of a monumental architecture to this new, at his time, type of landscape.
they consider as an implicit conception of the relationship between the concepts of landscape and architecture that they contributed to make explicit.
In this way, their research recognised an absence or, at least a silence, about the mentioned relationship in the theory of architecture. Some examples of historical reconstructions were found at the aforementioned Palladio, the Villa and the Landscape of them is related to some assumptions that this type of attempt must accept. Another one is, to some extent, the speculative nature of the result of inassumptions, that led them towards unthe difficulties in using philosophical sources comes from another attempt Greater Perfections: The Practice of Garden Theory it tries to fill is the absence of interest in a theoretical base for the practice of landscape architecture. The author went backwards in order to find the point of departure for the landscape architecture practice and theory. At this similar methodological approach as -meijer.
looking for the philosophical sources behind its historical precedents. In this -tions to those about the difficulties of a -tions, related to the use of philosophical sources are: "Are there some clues or limits for this use?" and "Are there forbidden sources? An affirmative answer (Layachi, 2016, pág. 80) some of these authors interpreted "the process of accessing, reclaiming and developing the land for the purposes since 1556, as a re-creation of the landscape, seems to confirm this sensitiveness to man-made landscapes (Smienk -time when an interest in aesthetics and autonomous value of landscape was interest in landscape with painting, around the cities was being mapped extensively, and since the invention of perspective at the beginning of the fifteenth century, landscapes and vistas had become a theme in Italian paintserves them to highlight the absence architectural realm, in their words:
had never been regarded as an object to be manipulated by architectonic -reclamation and development of the --scape of the Tuscan hills, as it extended, for example, beyond the rigidly -this difference represents a challenge for the tradition, successfully faced by with the task of connecting his designs for villas with lands newly recovered through the efforts of hydraulic engineers, technicians and surveyors, if Although successful, Palladio's task of connecting his architectural works with the landscape, there would be a silence in his writings about the way -villas in order to reveal their secret. As -trates:
Then there is the way in which the hill ridge, dominates and directs the surrounding landscape. It is a silent witness, because while Palladio indeed mentions the panoramic view over the fields and farms all around, he is silent about the way in which he has joined the villa and the landscape. (Smienk &   2 such domination and direction of the surrounding landscape was possible in a context of politics, economics, and military change. Political circumto recover its former boundaries. In contrast with such a positive change in position in the intercontinental trade because of some deep changes in the its economy moved from trade to agricultural production. In a context like this, some members of the ruler class moved to the countryside, outside -ty was not provided by a wall but by the lagoon: it was an impregnable city without walls. Thus, the sprawl of aristocratic residences in the terraferma is city walls. In this sense, the context of Palladio's villas would be similar to the with the monumental architecture of finally broke its ancient constraints. The bollwerk-the expansive system of fortifications that used to enclose cities within geometrically complex earthworks-became the boulevard, a broad scale precisely by incorporating the new "extra-city" space created by the removal of the city walls. Significantly, what had once limited and enclosed the city was now transformed into a system that expanded the city's circulation and, by implication, produced the possibility of endless growth. The demolition of the fortifications was the most clear and aggressive manifestation of the way economic transactions and urban development were linked, ready to become the very form of the new urban expansion. With the removal of its walls, the city could no longer be conplaced within a territory from which it had been disconnected by its defen- (Smienk & Niemeijer, 2011, pág. 10) sive system. The new metropolis now became the hub of the nation-state, where concentration and decentralization were simultaneously organized as part of the process of the circulation and distribution of people, resources, This association allows a connection between two ways of thinking about the relationship between landscape and architecture, separated by the industrial revolution, to characterize the context in which a conception of this relation--sion. Such an urban expansion would urge to conceive the relationship between landscape and architecture.
Getting back into landscape (Analysis of examples)
As it was mentioned above, Smienk difficulties that are faced by any attempt to reconstruct a past event. Thus, about multiple relationships between the villa buildings, the farmyard with its gar--ed by the fact that much has changed they claim: "Much has disappeared, changed in function, or is only presconclude: "Any reconstruction of what was realised almost five hundred years ago will thus be in part speculative, and is therefore necessarily shroudrecognize that they had to make some -sumed the existence of a remarkable consistency in Palladio's architectural work. This assumption allows them to principles which were the basis of the ordering and architecture of the villa itself, with its component parts, to the relation with the surrounding land, to the extent that it was within his power. " past consideration, although it shares a methodological character, it is different from the others, in attention to its logi--tion of a building, if it fails, the whole building collapses. Although plausible, without documents, it is almost impossible to demonstrate that Palladio applied the same principles to the villa and to the surrounding land. Problems like these might justify the use of philosophical sources in the realm of architectural theory.
to Palladio to find the start point of the relationship between landscape
Greater Perfections: The Practice of Garden Theory the reflection on landscape architecture, in the writings of two authors of back one more step, towards their phil--bers from the profession of landscape or impressed by conceptual essays on -ture is uncertain of its way and at the same time profoundly skeptical of inTo help overcome these shortcomings, deep scrutiny and understanding of the -sumes the theory, not as the opposite back to the philosophical sources of -tise De natura deorum the local people has been such that nature incorporated with art is made an arfrom them both together is made a third nature, which I would not know how to is, I believe, along with a virtually idenche incorporando l'arte con la natura fa che d'amenude ne riesce una terza casual and the phrase terza natura is apparently thrown out without much thought, I doubt whether anything in this epistle is unstudied, in particular, (Cicero, 1967 (Cicero, [1933 "third nature" is emphatically neologis--cal authorities, it is at the very least an baffled or nonplussed. In fact, it is very doubtful that he is foundering on his own: he alludes -I believe-to remark
De natura deorum, a well-known classical text that circulated in at least a dozen manuscripts and had already been printed four times in the year leading up to these two occasions in which the phrase terza natura --
nos campis nos montibus fruimur, nostri sunt amnes nostri lacus, nos fruges serimus nos arbores, nos aquarum indictionibus terris fecunditatem demus, nos flumina arcemus derigimus avertimus, nostris denique manibus in rerum natura quasi alteram naturam efficere conamur. -dard translation into English is:
We enjoy the fruits of the plains and of the mountains, the rivers and the lakes are ours, we sow corn, we plant trees, we fertilize the soil by irrigation, we confine the rivers and straighten or divert their courses. In fine, by means of our hands we essay to create as it were a second world within the world of nature.
writes of what he calls a second nature: "We sow corn, we plant trees, we fertilize the soil by irrigation, we dam the rivers and direct them where we want. In short, by mean of our hands we try to create as it were a second nature within -ports the existence of such as a "second nature" that would explain the expression terza natura found in Taegio (Cicero, 1967 (Cicero, [1933 (Glacken, 1967, pág. 145) Within recent architectural theory architecture as 'dwelling' has become something of a dominant paradigm amid calls for a regionalist architecture and celebration of the concept of genius loci. This is an approach which -and which has been pursued by those who have developed his thought -arlooked to an architecture of 'dwelling' as a means of combatting the alienation of contemporary society and of resisting the homogenising placelessness of International Style architecture. What I wish to argue, however, is that taken to an extreme 'dwelling' itself -the logic of the domus -can have negative connegative side to 'dwelling' -a dark side 12 .
Leach, there are two types of reasons that make this architecture of dwell--torical and personal reason, which -gger's thought too closely with the excesses of fascist ideology" (Leach, made that his work lends itself to a nationalistic outlook, and that his own life was inscribed within a nationalistic outlook. Thus it hardly seems inconsistent that a philosopher such as stand for which he has been highly critIn this respect, Jeff Malpas in his book Heidegger's Topology : Being, Place, World coupled with the evident centrality of place and associated notions in his as providing a self-evident demonstration of the politically reactionary and dangerous character of place-based this Australian author, this is a misseems to be one that attempts to discredit ideas explicit in the later thinking largely in the basis of the political (Glacken, 1967, pág. 146) engagement apparently present in the The other reason is more philosophical and was brought out from Lyotard's "Domus and the Megalopolis". In this piece, as it is read by Leach, the -ditional domus with our present condition, that of the megalopolis. In other words he is contrasting two models of existence, two ideals of living. " (Leach, an interpretation, in which the mentioned contraposition between domus and megalopolis is brought up as an argument against what Malpas calls "place-based thinking" , in the following terms:
domus; the megalopolis has now stifled the domus, and has 'gnawed away' at the domus and its community. With the advent of the megalopolis the traditional values of the domus have been transformed, and the hegemony of the natural order has been supplanted by over from the 'control' of the domus in the megalopolis is a form of techno-science which offers a new form of control, one that is no longer territorialised As much because of its political background, as because of its lack of actuality, such a "place-based thinking" would be an unacceptable source to support an architectural theory and substantive objections could be opposed against these two reasons.
reading contrasts with some statements last of men, to the nihilist, that the disaster of the domus and the rise of the megalopolis to the stars can procure an Moreover, the way in which Leach renotice the ironic style within the para-"The control is no longer territorialized or historicized. It is computerized. " (Lyotard, "Domus and the Megalopoof a sci-fi tale is almost given. as all revelling is bound to place, so the particular mode of revelling that occurs in technology must also be so bound. What technology does, however, is to hide its own character as a mode of revelling, and, in so doing, it hides its own place-bound character while also transforming and, indeed,
The selected examples illustrated the type of difficulties that arise from a historical reconstruction or from interpretations of philosophical sources. In the first case, the found difficulties were related to speculation and uncertainty of their results, whereas in the second, the sense given to their use and loyalty to them, were difficulties of an analysis of the selected examples it is possible to state some criteria to articulate both historical and theoretical sources. The problem of the lack of loyalty to the philosophical sources could be solved by keeping in mind the distance between the sources and their criterion to avoid, as much as possible, the speculative character and the uncertainty could be to appreciate a theory by its performance in order to enrich the study of the works of architecture, rather than by its production of truths.
Discussion 4.1. A price for overcoming the objections
It could be asked if historians would find acceptable to appreciate theory by its performance to enrich the study of architectural works, seeking to overcome the speculation and uncertainty (Glacken, 1967, pág. 148) constructions. Maybe they would not. Such a negative answer suggests that this criterion provides more of a rethinking of the problem than its actual solution. In the case of the criterion of keeping in mind the distance between the philosophical sources and their interpretation, it is possible to advance some difficulties to classify and situate a source in relation to others.
Comparing apples and oranges?
Some differences between the origins of the mentioned sources could be noted within the main realms of archithe philosophical sources include one and other from the present century architectonic sources is wider. It includes a classical one from Renaissance works in architectural theory, without any explicit connection between them one, also contemporary, but coming specifically from the realm of landIn this respect, it could be said that their analysis have shown or constructed communicating vessels between belonging to the specific realm from which the interest in connecting architecture and landscape comes, provided something like a conductive thread.
itan counterpart to the latter, while step back, from some historical point of departure towards its philosophical appeared as an important source for authority, as an example of a positive way for selecting philosophical sourc--tive one. In what concerns to Malpas Leach.
Conclusions
Palladio placed some architectural solutions to local problems in the context of a civilization project. In this context, his contributions became useful in other times and places, as Smienk -duced the castellum, as a solution for the landowners' residence, perhaps his work would never have helped others to overcome architectural difficulties in different contexts. This observation invites to understand civilization as a project to contribute to a common heritage that helps to reach a balance with an interest in a "local status". of landscape could be a link between culture and civilization, whose means would be the proposed criteria: appreciating a theory by its performance in order to enrich the study of the works of architecture and keeping in mind the distance between the philosophical sources and their interpretation.
